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ON THE BLOCK TRIANGULAR FORM OF
SYMMETRIC MATRICES∗
IAIN S. DUFF† ‡ AND BORA UÇAR§
Abstract. We present some observations on the block triangular form (btf) of structurally
symmetric, square, sparse matrices. If the matrix is structurally rank deficient, its canonical btf
has at least one underdetermined and one overdetermined block. We prove that these blocks are
transposes of each other. We further prove that the square block of the canonical btf, if present,
has a special fine structure. These findings help us recover symmetry around the anti-diagonal in
the block triangular matrix. The uncovered symmetry helps us to permute the matrix in a special
form which is symmetric along the main diagonal while exhibiting the blocks of the original btf. As
the square block of the canonical btf has full structural rank, the observation relating to the square
block applies to structurally nonsingular, square symmetric matrices as well.
Key words. sparse matrices, block triangular form, Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition, maximum cardinality matchings
AMS subject classifications. 05C50, 05C70, 05D15, 65F50

1. Introduction. We are interested in the block triangular form (btf) of structurally symmetric sparse matrices. We include in our study the particular case when a
matrix is structurally rank deficient. Throughout the paper, A is always a structurally
symmetric matrix with no all-zero rows or columns. The block triangular form is based
on a canonical decomposition of bipartite graphs known as the Dulmage-Mendelsohn
decomposition [7] (see [14] for a detailed account). When permuted into the block
triangular form, the matrix A assumes the form
H
 C
HR AH
SR  O
VR
O

SC
∗
AS
O

VC

∗
∗ .
AV

(1.1)

As we shall see, the three blocks on the diagonal are of special importance. The
block AH , formed by the rows in the set HR and the columns in the set HC , is
underdetermined; the block AS , formed by the rows in the set SR and the columns in
the set SC , is square and can itself have a btf with the blocks on the diagonal being
all square; the block AV , formed by the rows in the set VR and the columns in the set
VC , is overdetermined. As in [14], we will call these three blocks horizontal, square,
and vertical, respectively. In (1.1), there are no nonzero entries in the sub-diagonal
blocks shown as O. If A is structurally rank deficient, the horizontal and vertical
blocks are non-empty, otherwise those blocks are empty.
Consider the following 3 × 3 symmetric, structurally rank deficient matrix and its
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btf shown on the right (we provide a summary on how to obtain the btf later):
c1
r1 ×
r2  ×
r3 ×


c2
×
0
0

c3

×
0
0

c3
r1 ×
r2  0
r3 0


c2
×
0
0

c1

×
×.
×

(1.2)

In this matrix, the square block is empty; the horizontal block has a single row r1 and
two columns c2 and c3 ; the vertical block has a single column c1 and two rows r2 and
r3 . Notice that the set of row indices in HR is equal to the set of column indices in
VC , furthermore the set of column indices in HC is equal to the set of row indices in
VR . In other words, the blocks AH and AV for this matrix are structural transposes
of each other. One of the main results in this paper is that this last relation between
the horizontal and vertical blocks of the btf holds for any structurally rank deficient,
symmetric matrix.
Consider now the following 3 × 3 symmetric, structurally full rank matrix with
its btf shown on the right
c1
r1 ×
r2  ×
r3 ×


c2
×
×
0

c3

×
0
0

c3
r1 ×
r2  0
r3 0


c2
×
×
0

c1

×
×.
×

(1.3)

As the matrix is full rank, the btf has only a square block which in turn has three
square blocks on the diagonal. The first block has row r1 and column c3 ; the second
block has row r2 and column c2 ; the third block has row r3 and column c1 . In this
example, a block has the set of row indices equal to the set of column indices (as in
the second block in the example), or the sets of row indices and column indices are
disjoint and there is another block whose sets of row indices and column indices are
respectively equal to the sets of column indices and row indices of the former block
(as in the first and third blocks in the example). One of the main results in this paper
is that this last observation on the square blocks of the btf holds for any symmetric,
structurally full rank matrix.
In the following two subsections, we provide the reader with definitions (mostly
standard), and necessary background material from Duff, Erisman, and Reid [4, Chapter 6], Pothen and Fan [14], and Pothen [13, Section 2.7] on the computation and
properties of the btf. The computation of the btf is based on maximum cardinality
matchings, or just maximum matchings, in bipartite graphs (these are discussed in
Sections 1.1 and 1.2). We discuss two transformations on maximum matchings of
symmetric matrices in Section 2. One of the transformations is used in [5]; the other
is based on the notion of cycles of a permutation, and to the best of our knowledge
is discussed and used for the first time in this paper. We use these transformations
to show that for a symmetric matrix there is a maximum matching with some special
properties. In Section 3, we formally state the main results on the btf of symmetric
matrices that we illustrated in the examples (1.2) and (1.3),
1.1. Definitions. As is common, we associate a bipartite graph G = (R ∪ C, E)
with the n × n matrix A, where R = {r1 , . . . , rn } and C = {c1 , . . . , cn } are the two
sets of the vertex bipartition, and E is the set of edges. Here, the vertices in R and
C correspond to the rows and the columns of A, respectively, such that (ri , cj ) ∈ E
if and only if aij 6= 0. For a given i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the row ri and the column ci
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are referred to as symmetric counterparts of each other. Similarly, the edges (ri , cj )
and (rj , ci ) are called symmetric counterparts of each other. When necessary, we will
make it clear whether a vertex is a row or a column vertex, usually by labelling the
vertex with an r or a c respectively. An edge (ri , cj ) ∈ E is said to be incident on
the vertices ri and cj . Two vertices are called adjacent if there is an edge incident
on both. The set of vertices that are adjacent to a vertex v is indicated by adj(v). A
path is a sequence of edges of the form (v0 , v1 ), (v1 , v2 ), . . . , (v
 k−1 , vk ) . A cycle is a
sequence of edges of the form (v0 , v1 ), (v1 , v2 ), . . . , (vk−1 , vk ) where vk = v0 .
A set of edges M is a matching if no two edges in M are incident on the same
vertex. In matrix terms, a matching corresponds to a set of nonzero entries no two
in the same row or column. A vertex is said to be matched (with respect to a given
matching) if there is an edge in the matching incident on the vertex, and to be
unmatched otherwise.
Given a matching M, an M-alternating path is a path whose edges are alternately
M
in M and not in M. We use the notation u −−→ v to denote that vertex u reaches
vertex v with an M-alternating path (we assume that u and v are different, in other
words an alternating path has at least one edge). Note that this is a bidirectional
M
M
relation in an undirected graph: if u −−→ v, then v −−→ u. An alternating path is
called an augmenting path, if it starts and ends at unmatched vertices.
The cardinality of a matching is the number of edges in it. A maximum cardinality
matching or a maximum matching is a matching of maximum cardinality. Given a
bipartite graph G and a matching M, a necessary and sufficient condition for M to
be of maximum cardinality is that there is no M-augmenting path in G (the result
is due to Berge [1] and is also summarized in different places, see for example [10,
Chapter 1]).
We use mate(v), to denote the vertex matched to the vertex v in a matching M,
e.g., if mate(ri ) = cj , then we also have mate(cj ) = ri . We use h·, ·i to differentiate
a matching edge from an ordinary edge, e.g., we use hri , cj i or hcj , ri i to denote that
the row ri is matched to the column cj . We say a vertex set X is completely matched
to another one Y , if for all x ∈ X, we have mate(x) ∈ Y ; for clarity we note that
|X| ≤ |Y |, where | · | denotes the cardinality of a set.
Some of the definitions in this paragraph can be found in [11]. Let A be an n × n
matrix, and I and J be two subsets of {1, . . . , n}. The matrix formed by selecting
the rows and columns indexed by I and J , respectively, is called a submatrix of A
confined to the rows in I and the columns in J . The matrix A is said to be partly
decomposable if it contains an s × (n − s) zero submatrix, for s ≥ 1. More explicitly,
A is partly decomposable if there exist permutation matrices P and Q such that


B C
P AQ =
,
O D
with B and D being square. If A contains no s × (n − s) zero submatrix for s =
1, . . . , n − 1, then it is called fully indecomposable, also called irreducible [4]. We
note for later use that an n × n symmetric matrix A, where n > 2 and n is odd,
aij = aji 6= 0 for i = 1, . . . , n and j ≡ i + 1 (mod n), and aij = aji = 0 elsewhere, is
fully indecomposable. The bipartite graph of this matrix is a cycle on 2n vertices with
n row vertices and n column vertices. Any n × n matrix B whose sparsity structure
is a superset of that of A, i.e., bij 6= 0 if aij 6= 0, is also fully indecomposable.
1.2. Computation and properties of the block triangular form. Algorithms to compute the btf of a matrix have been available for some time, see for
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example [6, 8, 14]. The first step of these algorithms is to find a maximum cardinality
matching M on the bipartite graph representation of the given matrix. Then, the row
and column vertices are classified using the following equations based on alternating
paths with respect to M (the equations are rephrased from [13, Section 2.7]):
UC = {c ∈ C : c is unmatched}

UR = {r ∈ R : r is unmatched}

M

VC = {c ∈ C : c −−→ u for some u ∈ UR }

HC0 = {c ∈ C : c −−→ u for some u ∈ UC }

M

VR0 = {r ∈ R : r −−→ u for some u ∈ UR }

HC = UC ∪ HC0

VR = UR ∪ VR0

SR = R \ (HR ∪ VR )

SC = C \ (HC ∪ VC ) .

HR = {r ∈ R : r −−→ u for some u ∈ UC }

M

M

For completeness, we provide Algorithm 1 that finds the set of rows HR and the
set of columns HC of the horizontal block. The algorithm grows the row set HR and
the column set HC by running a graph search algorithm. At a column vertex c known
to be in HC (whose adjacency is not explored yet), it adds all neighbouring rows to
HR . At a row vertex r known to be in HR , the algorithm only visits the column
v = mate(r) and adds v to HC if it is not already there.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm to find horizontal block of the btf
Input M: a maximum matching; mate(v) giving the mate of a vertex v
Output HR and HC : the set of rows and columns of the horizontal block
1: HR ← HC ← ∅
2: U ← {unmatched columns}
3: while U 6= ∅ do
4:
Pick a column vertex c ∈ U and set U ← U \ {c}
5:
HC ← HC ∪ {c}
6:
for each row vertex r ∈ adj(c) \ HR do
7:
HR ← HR ∪ {r}
8:
v ← mate(r)
. should exist; otherwise flags an augmenting path
9:
if column v ∈
/ U ∪ HC then
10:
U ← U ∪ {v}

A similar algorithm is run to find the rows and columns in the vertical block.
In this case, at a column vertex in VC , only its mate is visited and added to VR , if
necessary; at a row vertex in VR , the neighbouring columns are added to VC , whenever
necessary. After finding the rows and columns of the horizontal and vertical blocks,
the remaining rows and columns are marked to be in the sets SR and SC , respectively.
We note the following properties of the block triangular form without proving
them. The proofs can be found in [3], [4, Chapter 6] and [13, Section 2.7]. These
properties hold for any matrix.
Fact 1.1. The rows in HR are completely matched to the columns in HC . The
columns in SC are completely matched to the rows in SR and vice versa. The columns
in VC are completely matched to the rows in VR .
Fact 1.2. The block triangular form is unique. In other words, any maximum
matching yields the same sets HR , HC , SR , SC , VR , and VC .
The previous two properties also imply that all entries of a maximum matching
should reside in the blocks on the diagonal of the btf.
Fact 1.3. In the block triangular form of a structurally rank deficient, square
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Fig. 1.1. A symmetric 21 × 21 matrix with a structural rank of 19 and its Dulmage-Mendelsohn
ordering induced by a maximum cardinality matching shown with highlighted nonzeros.

matrix (not necessarily symmetric), the horizontal and vertical blocks both should be
present. The square block may be missing.
It may be possible to decompose the three blocks on the diagonal AH , AS , and
AV further into smaller submatrices, resulting in a fine decomposition. In the fine
decomposition, the horizontal and vertical blocks have block diagonal structure where
the individual blocks on the diagonal are horizontal and vertical, respectively. In a
given block, each vertex (row or column vertex) can reach all the other vertices in the
bipartite graph representation of the same block.
The fine decomposition of the square block AS is obtained by identifying irreducible blocks. Essentially, the fine decomposition is achieved by including all rows
and columns corresponding to the vertices in an alternating tour (an alternating cycle
where one can repeat edges) in a single block. We summarise some of the properties
of the fine decomposition of the square block that will be needed in the rest of the
paper. Let p be the number of irreducible blocks (all of them square) in the fine decomposition of AS , and let Ri and Ci be the sets of row and column indices in the ith
block for i = 1, . . . , p. The rows whose indices are in Ri are matched to the columns
whose indices are in Ci . The sets Ri and Ci for i = 1, . . . , p are unique—they are
independent of the choice of maximum matching [3]. The blocks cannot be combined
to yield another decomposition satisfying the properties given above.
Figure 1.1 shows a symmetric matrix and the fine decomposition induced by a
maximum matching shown with highlighted nonzero entries. There are two fine blocks
in the horizontal and vertical submatrices and three blocks in the square submatrix.
Horizontal and vertical lines are used to draw the borders of the fine blocks, and
thicker lines are used to separate the square coarse block from the others.
2. Two transformations. As discussed in the previous section, the btf is unique
and can be obtained using any maximum matching. In this section, we discuss two
processes that transform any maximum matching in the bipartite graph of a symmetric
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matrix into another that has some special properties. We first need a few definitions.
Definition 2.1. Given a matching, not necessarily of maximum cardinality, in
the bipartite graph of a square matrix,

an m-sequence is a sequence of edges hri , cj i, hrj , ·i, . . . , h·, ck i, hrk , c` i , where
each edge is in the matching. Notice that an edge hrk , c` i in an m-sequence
is followed by a matching edge of the form hr` , ·i.
a closed m-sequence is an m-sequence where the start and end vertices are symmetric counterparts of each other.
an open m-sequence is an m-sequence which is not closed.
Note that the above definitions depend on the numbering of the rows and the
columns and hence it is important to use a numbering (in our case the original one)
that preserves the symmetric structure.
We note that an m-sequence is not necessarily a path in the bipartite graph,
as the two consecutive matching edges h·, ck i and hrk , ·i are not necessarily connected by the edge (ck , rk ). Without loss of generality, we assume that an m-sequence
starts at a row vertex and ends at a column vertex. Consider the matching shown
in Fig. 1.1. In this figure, hr14 , c9 i, hr9 , c1 i, hr1 , c11 i forms an m-sequence. Any
matching in the bipartite graph of a square matrix can be decomposed into open
and closed m-sequences. In order to see this, consider the following process. Take a
matching edge hri , cj i, which is an m-sequence starting at row vertex ri and ending
at column vertex cj ; if the symmetric counterpart ci of the starting vertex is also
matched, say to rk , extend the m-sequence by the matching edge hrk , ci i to obtain
the m-sequence (hrk , ci i, hri , cj i); if the symmetric counterpart rj of the end vertex is also matched, say to c` , extend the m-sequence by the matching edge hrj , c` i
and continue the process until the symmetric counterparts of the start and end vertices are also in the path so grown (obtaining a closed m-sequence) or they are
both unmatched (obtaining an open m-sequence). Consider the m-sequence given
above. Since the symmetric counterpart r11 of the end vertex is not matched, we
cannot add another edge to the end. Since, the symmetric counter part c14 of
the starting vertex is matched, we add hr15 , c14 i to the beginning. The symmetric counterpart c15 of the new starting vertex is not matched, therefore
we obtain

an open m-sequence OS1 = hr15 , c14 i, hr14 , c9 i, hr9 , c1 i, hr1 , c11 i . The other open
m-sequence is OS2 = hr17 , c10
the
 i, hr10 , c16 i . There are five closed m-sequences:

first is CS1 = hr7 , c8 i, hr8 , c7 i ; the second is CS2 = hr20 , c3 i, hr3 , c20 i ; the third is
CS3 = hr19 , c4 i, hr4 , c12 i, hr12 , c21 i, hr21 , c19 i ; the fourth is CS4 = hr2 , c6 i, hr6 , c2 i ;
and the fifth is CS5 = hr13 , c5 i, hr5 , c18 i, hr18 , c13 i .
2.1. Automorphic maximum matchings. We define a matching to be automorphic if it matches a set of rows to the corresponding set of columns. That is, for
a matching M to be automorphic, whenever hri , cj i ∈ M, the column ci and the row
rj should be matched by M—not necessarily to each other.
We need the following theorem [9, Theorem 4.1, p. 191] which is a restatement
of a result by Mendelsohn and Dulmage [12, Theorem 1].
Theorem 2.2. Let G = (R ∪ C, E) be a bipartite graph and let M1 , M2 be two
matchings in G. Then, there exists a matching M ⊆ M1 ∪ M2 , such that M covers
all the vertices of R covered by M1 and all the vertices of C covered by M2 .
Let M be a maximum cardinality matching in the bipartite graph of a symmetric
matrix, and I and J be the set of row and column indices matched by M, i.e.,
I = {i : hri , cj i ∈ M for some j} and J = {j : hri , cj i ∈ M for some i}. Then,
because of the symmetry of the matrix, the matching M0 = {hrj , ci i : hri , cj i ∈ M} is
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c16
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c17

r15
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c11

r11

c15

7

Fig. 2.1. The two open m-sequences are shown with solid lines. The set of row indices and
column indices are extended to have the same set of row and column vertices. Dashed lines are
symmetric counterparts of some matching edges; they are used to update the matching
such that the
`
´
new matching is automorphic. The new matching edges for the left subfigure is hr17 , c10 i, hr10 , c17 i ,
`
´
and the new matching for the right subfigure is hr15 , c14 i, hr14 , c15 i, hr1 , c11 i, hr11 , c1 i .

also of maximum cardinality and has the set of row indices J and the set of column
indices I. By the application of Theorem 2.2, there is a matching that covers the set
of rows and columns indexed by I and is of maximum cardinality as |I| is the size
of a maximum matching. That is, there is a maximum cardinality matching which
covers the same set of row and column indices. We note that this last result is proved
by Duff and Pralet [5, Property 4.2] without using Theorem 2.2.
Consider the matching given in Fig. 1.1 and the open m-sequences OS1 and
OS2 found above. The open m-sequences are shown in Fig. 2.1, OS1 on the left
and OS2 on the right, with solid lines along with some edges (dashed lines) that
are symmetric counterparts of some matching edges. The dashed edges are used to
modify the matching so that the edge hr10 , c17 i replaces hr10 , c16 i for OS1 become a
closed m-sequence, hr14 , c15 i replaces hr14 , c9 i, and hr11 , c1 i replaces hr9 , c1 i for OS2
become a closed m-sequence. Combined with the existing closed m-sequences, the
new maximum matching becomes automorphic as shown in Fig. 2.2, as is easily seen
by observing that neither the rows nor the columns 9 and 16 is in the matching.
2.2. Permutation cycles of an automorphic matching. An automorphic
matching from I to I can be perceived as a permutation of the set I in an algebraic
sense (a one-to-one and onto function). By starting from an element of the set I
and by applying the permutation until the starting element is seen again, we can
obtain cycles of the permutation (for more on cycles of a permutation see [2, Section
1.5]). Similarly, by following
the matching edges of an automorphic matching M as

hri , cj i, hrj , ·i, . . . , h·, ci i , we can obtain the closed m-sequences of M. Due to this
correspondence, we refer to the closed m-sequences of an automorphic matching as
the permutation cycles.
Note that as the permutation cycles are also closed m-sequences, they do not
necessarily correspond to ordinary cycles in the underlying
bipartite graph. Consider

for example the permutation cycle hri , cj i, hrj , ci i . If aii or ajj is zero in A, then we
do not have a cycle in the graph; we only have a permutation cycle. The length of a
permutation cycle is the number of matching edges in it. The length 2 permutation

cycles, also called transpositions [11, p.11], are of the form hri , cj i, hrj , ci i and are
of special importance. Figure 2.3 displays permutation cycles of length 1 to 4 in
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Fig. 2.2. An automorphic maximum matching is shown with highlighted nonzeros.

a hypothetical example. An odd permutation cycle is of odd length, and an even
permutation cycle is of even length. Note that the edges of an odd permutation cycle
(with length greater than one) when put together with their symmetric counterparts
form a unique ordinary cycle in the bipartite graph of A. Note also that any pair
of a row and a column in an odd permutation cycle is reachable from each other
via two alternating paths: one starting and ending with a matching edge, the other
starting and ending with an unmatched edge. For an even permutation cycle of length
k, adding the symmetric edges partitions the permutation cycle into two ordinary
cycles each having k/2 matching edges and k/2 non-matching edges, where the row
vertices in one cycle are symmetric counterparts of the column vertices in the other
one; the two cycles may be connected in the bipartite graph due to existence of
other edges, but we are not interested in this possibility. Consider,
for example, the

length 4 permutation cycle hri , cj i,hrj , ck i, hrk , cl i, hrl , ci i shown in Fig. 2.3. The
permutation cycle is split between
two ordinary cycles in the bipartite
graph of A:


hri , cj i,(cj , rk ),hrk , cl i,(cl , ri ) and hrj , ck i,(ck , rl ), hrl , ci i,(ci , rj ) . As seen, each of
these cycles contain 2 matching edges and 2 non-matching edges, and the row vertices
in one cycle are symmetric counterparts of the column vertices in the other.
From an automorphic matching M, we construct another automorphic matching
M0 which is composed of odd length permutation cycles and length 2 permutation
cycles. We proceed as follows. First, all edges of M that form an odd permuta0
tion cycle are copied into
cycle of the form
 M , e.g., for a length 3 permutation
hri , cj i, hrj , ck i, hrk , ci i , these three edges are copied into M0 . Then, even length
permutation cycles of M are decomposed into length 2 permutation cycles, and
these length 2 permutation cycles are added to M0 such that if hri , cj i ∈ M0 , then
hrj , ci i ∈ M0 . As noted above, the even length permutation cycles are split between
two ordinary cycles in the bipartite graph when the symmetric edges are considered.
By alternating the status of the edges according to the matching in one of the cycles,
we can obtain length 2 permutation cycles. The decomposition of an even permutation cycle into length 2 permutation cycles is best seen in matrix terms. Consider the
matching shown on the left below

9
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ri

ci

ri

cj

ri

cj

rj

ck

ri

cj

rj

ck

rk

cl

rj

ci

rk

ci

rl

ci

Fig. 2.3. Permutation cycles of an automorphic matching. The matching edges are shown with
bold solid lines. The other edges, shown with dashed lines, are present because of the symmetry of the
matrix. Matching edges of the
` form hri , ci i ´give a permutation cycle of length 1 (first subfigure); two
matching edges of the form hri , cj i, hrj , ci i give a permutation cycle of length 2 (second subfigure);
length 3 (third subfigure) and length 4 (fourth subfigure) permutation cycles are also shown.

1 2

1
×
2
∗

3
∗

4

5
6 ×

3
×
∗

4

5

6

∗



×


×

∗
×
∗

1 2

1
×
2
×

3
∗

4

5
6 ∗

3

4

5

∗
×
×

∗
∗

6

∗



.


×

(2.1)

×

In the matrix on the left of (2.1), the original matching whose entries are marked by
× is automorphic and corresponds to a length 6 permutation cycle. Using the entries
symmetric to the matching entries, shown with∗, we obtain two ordinary cycles: first
hr1 , c2 i,(c2 , r3 ),hr3 , c4 i,(c
 4 , r5 ),hr5 , c6 i, (c6 , r1 ) and second hr2 , c3 i, (c3 , r4 ), hr4 , c5 i,
(c5 , r6 ), hr6 , c1 i, (c1 , r2 ) which share the original matching edges evenly. Now by
taking the second cycle and alternating the status of the edges according
to the

matching, we obtain (r2 , c3 ), hc3 , r4 i, (r4 , c5 ), hc5 , r6 i, (r6 , c1 ), hc1 , r2 i . As seen, the

new set of matching
edges
form
three
length
2
permutation
cycles:
hr
,
c
i,
hr
,
c
i
,
1
2
2
1


hr3 , c4 i, hr4 , c3 i , and hr5 , c6 i, hr6 , c5 i . The resulting matching is shown on the right
of (2.1). As is clear, the two matchings M and M0 have the same cardinality; if M
is of the maximum cardinality, so is M0 .
Recall from Section 2.1 that after the maximum matching on the sample matrix
was modified to be automorphic, three more closed
 m-sequences are created: CS6 =

hr17 , c10 i, hr10 , c17 i , CS7 = hr15 , c14 i, hr14 , c15 i , and CS8 = hr1 , c11 i, hr11 , c1 i .
Among all closed m-sequences only the fifth one CS5 = hr13 , c5 i, hr5 , c18 i, hr18 , c13 i
is an odd-length permutation cycle, hence does not undergo any transformation.
The closed m-sequences CS1 , CS2 , CS4 , and CS6 to CS8 are length 2 permutation cycles, and they do not undergo any transformation. We are left with CS3 =
hr19 , c4 i, hr4 , c12 i, hr12 , c21 i, hr21 , c19 i . As CS3 is a permutation cycle of length
 4,
it can be decomposed
into
two
length
2
permutation
cycles:
hr
,
c
i,
hr
,
c
i
, and
19
4
4
19

hr12 , c21 i, hr21 , c12 i . The resulting matching is shown in Fig. 2.4.
We note that the transformation described above is performed to facilitate the
proofs that will follow in the next section. They modify the matching, but do not
change the matched rows or columns contrary to the transformation discussed in the
previous subsection.
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Fig. 2.4. The automorphic maximum matching shown contains only length-2 or odd permutation cycles.

3. The block triangular form of symmetric matrices. As shown in the
previous section, any maximum matching in the bipartite graph of a structurally
singular, symmetric matrix A can be transformed into an automorphic one consisting
of odd permutation cycles and length 2 permutation cycles. Therefore, we assume
that we have a matching M with those properties. We recall the uniqueness of the
sets HR , SR , VR , HC , SC , and VC of the block triangular form of a matrix (Fact 1.2).
Before we prove our main theorem, we start with a series of lemmata.
Lemma 3.1. The odd permutation cycles are confined to only one block on the
diagonal of the block triangular form.
Proof. Permutation cycles of length 1 are trivially confined to only one block.
Recall from Section 2.2 that an odd permutation cycle is a part of an ordinary cycle.
Since the matching edges within the ordinary cycle are in the blocks on the diagonal
of the btf, having those nonzeros straddle more than one block on the diagonal can
only be possible if the submatrix confined to the rows and columns of the cycle is
partly decomposable. However, as noted towards the end of Section 1.1, matrices
whose sparsity structure corresponds to a superset of odd length cycles are fully
indecomposable.
We have a result which is stronger than the previous lemma.
Lemma 3.2. The odd permutation cycles are confined to the square block.
Proof. From Lemma 3.1, an odd length permutation cycle is confined to a single
block. Take an odd-length permutation cycle C = hri , cj i, hrj , ·i, . . . , h·, ci i and
suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that C is in the horizontal block. Since all
row vertices in C are in HR , each one of these vertices reaches an unmatched column
with an alternating path. Suppose row ri reaches, with an alternating path, an
M
unmatched column cu , i.e., ri −−→ cu without going through other vertices in the
permutation cycle C (this assumption is not weaker
but gives a cleaner argument).

Let P = (ri , cl ), hcl , ri+1 i, . . . , h·, ri+t i, (ri+t , cu ) be that alternating path. Due to
the symmetry of the matrix, the same path exist in the reverse direction from row ru to
column ci . That is we have the path P T = (ru , ci+t ), (ci+t , ·), . . . , (ci+1 , rl ), (rl , ci )
in the bipartite graph of the matrix.
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cu

rm

cl

ri

cj

rj

ck

rk

ci

rl

cm

ru

Fig. 3.1. An example for the proof of Lemma 3.2. The solid
bold lines correspond
`
´ to edges
of a maximum matching. A length 3 permutation cycle C = hri , cj i, hrj , ck i, hrk , ci i is shown;
the solid lines represent the edges symmetric to that of the permutation
cycle. Column cu ´is
`
not matched and reachable from row ri with the alternating path P = (ri , cl ), hcl , rm i, (rm , cu ) .
The symmetric path P T is shown with dashed lines. Row ru is not matched, as the matching is automorphic. Column cm should have a mate, and since it reaches an unmatched row,
it should be in the vertical block. It is shown in the proof that the column cm should have
been
matched to rl ; this matching edge is shown with a dashed bold line.
Therefore, the path
`
´
(ru , cm ), hcm , rl i, (rl , ci ), hci , rk i, (rk , cj ), hcj , ri i, (ri , cl ), hcl , rm i, (rm , cu ) is an augmenting path,
contradicting the fact that M is a maximum matching.

We now investigate the status of the edges in P T with respect to the given maximum matching M. We show that P T must be an alternating path.
 In other words,
it must have the form P T = (ru , ci+t ),hci+t , ·i,. . . ,hci+1 , rl i,(rl , ci ) . Note that since
ru and cu are both unmatched, P T being an alternating path implies that the path

M
M
M
(ru , ci+t ), ci+t −−→ ci −−→ ri −−→ ri+t , (ri+t , cu ) is an augmenting path, contradictM

ing the assumption that M is a maximum matching. We first note that ci −−→ ri as
ci and ri are in an odd permutation cycle. Note that since M is automorphic, row
ru is not matched. Consider the last row vertex ri+t in P . Column ci+t is the first
column vertex in P T . Since ru is not matched, ci+t should have a mate (otherwise M
would not be a maximum matching). Therefore, ci+t is in the vertical block (being
a matched vertex reaching an unmatched row). Now, since ri+t is in the horizontal
block and ci+t is in the vertical one, due to Lemma 3.1 the vertices ri+t and ci+t
cannot be in an odd permutation cycle. Therefore, they are in a length 2 permutation cycle. That is, if mate(ri+t ) = cx , then mate(ci+t ) = rx . Consider the next
column vertex ci+t−1 in P T . It should have a mate, otherwise an augmenting path
M
ru −−→ ci+t−1 exists, and should be in the vertical block. With the same reasoning
as above, it is matched to the row that corresponds to the mate of row ri+t−1 in P .
Therefore, the path P T is an alternating path symmetric to P . Figure 3.1displays
the arguments for a length 3 permutation cycle
 C = hri , cj i, hrj , ck i, hrk , ci i and an
alternating path P = (ri , cl ), hcl , rm i, (rm , cu ) .
With similar arguments, it can be shown that odd permutation cycles cannot be
confined to the vertical block. Therefore, the odd permutation cycles are confined to
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the square block.
Corollary 3.3. For each hri , cj i ∈ M in the horizontal block, we have hrj , ci i ∈
M. Similarly, for each hrk , cl i ∈ M in the vertical block, we have hrl , ck i ∈ M.
We have a refinement of the previous corollary.
Lemma 3.4. The length 2 permutation cycles are not contained entirely in the
horizontal or vertical blocks.
Proof. We prove the lemma for the horizontal block, that is we show that length
2 permutation cycles are not contained in the horizontal block; the vertical block case
is similar. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, hri , cj i ∈ M and its symmetric
counterpart hrj , ci i ∈ M are in the horizontal block. As in the proof of Lemma 3.2,
we take an unmatched column cu that is reachable from row ri with an alternating
path. Again, due to M being automorphic, row ru is not matched. However, as in
the proof of Lemma 3.2, we have an alternating path from column ci to unmatched
row ru , contradicting the fact that ci is in the horizontal block.
We are now ready to state and prove the following theorem regarding the block
triangular form of a structurally rank deficient symmetric matrix.
Theorem 3.5. Given a structurally rank deficient symmetric matrix A, let
HR , SR , VR , HC , SC , VC be the sets in the block triangular form of A. Then, the
set of indices of rows in HR is equal to the set of indices of columns in VC ; the set of
indices of the rows in SR is equal to the set of indices of the columns in SC ; the set
of indices of the rows in VR is equal to the set of indices of the columns in HC .
Proof. Since A is square and structurally rank deficient, we know that both
horizontal and vertical blocks are present in the block triangular form. The square
block may be missing.
Consider a matching edge hri , cj i in the horizontal block. As shown in Lemma 3.2,
it is not in an odd permutation cycle and hence, as noted in Corollary 3.3, hrj , ci i ∈ M.
We know from Lemma 3.4 that hrj , ci i ∈ M is not in the horizontal block. Two cases
remain to be investigated: hrj , ci i is either in the square block or in the vertical block.
For the sake of contradiction, suppose hrj , ci i is in the square block. As in the proof
of Lemma 3.2, we take an unmatched column cu that is reachable from row ri with
an alternating path. Again, due to M being automorphic, row ru is not matched.
However, as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we have an alternating path from column ci
to the unmatched row ru , contradicting the fact that ci is in the square block. Similar
arguments can be used to show that for a hrk , cl i in the vertical block, hrl , ck i is in
the horizontal block. Therefore, a matching edge hri , cj i is in the horizontal block if
and only if the matching edge hrj , ci i is in the vertical block.
We have established two results. First, the set of indices of rows in HR is equal
to the set of indices of columns in VC . Second, the set of column indices that are
matched to the rows in HR is equal to the set of row indices that are matched to the
columns in VC . These equivalence relations are shown in Fig. 3.2. As the matching is
automorphic, the set of indices of the unmatched columns (K in the figure) is equal
to the set of indices of the unmatched rows (L in the figure); we have thus established
the equivalence between the sets of indices of the columns in HC and the rows in VR .
Since the matrix is square, the set of indices of the of remaining rows SR is equal to
the set of indices of the remaining columns SC .
Once the equivalence relations stated in Theorem 3.5 are established, it is easy
to recover a structural symmetry in the block triangular form.
Corollary 3.6. The block triangular form of a structurally singular, symmetric
matrix can be permuted to be symmetric around the anti-diagonal.
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K

J

13

I

SC

I

SR
J
L

Fig. 3.2. A matching is shown by the slanted line; the rows in I are matched to columns in J,
and the columns in I are matched to rows in J. The borders of the horizontal, square, and vertical
blocks are shown with solid lines. The dashed lines divide the set of columns in the horizontal block
and the set of rows in the vertical block into two sets. The index sets K and L are equal as the set
of indices of unmatched columns is equal to the set of indices of unmatched rows.

This can be achieved by fixing a permutation of the rows in HR , SR , and VR , and
then by reorganizing VC , SC and HC such that the reverse order within these later
blocks match those of HR , SR , and VR , respectively. It is possible to refine this form
by looking at the fine structure of the square block AS . We first need the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.7. Let Ri and Ci be the set of row and column indices of the ith
irreducible block in the fine decomposition of the square block AS . Then, either Ri =
Ci ; or Ri ∩ Ci = ∅ and there exists an irreducible block j in the fine decomposition of
AS with Rj = Ci and Cj = Ri .
Proof. Take the ith irreducible block and suppose for the sake of contradiction
Ri 6= Ci and Ri ∩ Ci 6= ∅. Define three sets: first I = Ri ∩ Ci , second I1 = Ri \ I, and
third J2 = Ci \ I. With this partitioning of the rows and columns, we can permute
the ith irreducible block into the following form

Ai =

I
I1



I
A11
A21

J2

A12
.
A22

(3.1)

First note that A12 6= O and A21 6= O, otherwise the block will be reducible. Now
consider the larger square submatrix consisting of the set of row indices I ∪ I1 ∪ J2
and the same set of column indices
I

I
A11
AL = I1  A21
J2 AT12

J2
A12
A22
∗

I1

AT21
∗ .
AT22

(3.2)

For the columns whose indices are in the set I1 and the rows whose indices are in
the set J2 to be in a different block from i, the submatrix of AL defined by the row
indices I ∪ J2 and the column indices I ∪ I1 should be reducible. But the matrix
I
J2



I
A11
AT12

I1

AT21
AT22

(3.3)
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Fig. 3.3. The matrix permuted blockwise so that the resulting matrix is symmetric along the
anti-diagonal.

is the transpose of Ai (see (3.1)), as A11 = AT11 . Since Ai is irreducible, so is its
transpose shown in (3.3). Therefore, the rows whose indices are in the set J2 and the
columns whose indices are in the set I1 cannot be in a different block from the one
that contains I.
We have established that either Ri = Ci or Ri ∩ Ci = ∅. If Ri ∩ Ci = ∅, all
matching nonzeros in this block should be in length 2 permutation cycles, as the odd
permutation cycles are irreducible. Therefore, we have another irreducible block j
with Rj = Ci and Cj = Ri and the proof is completed.
Having defined the fine structure of the square block AS , we refine Corollary 3.6
by using that structure. As before, let Ri and Ci denote the set of row and column
indices of the ith irreducible block of AS . We will order the rows of A and then apply
that order in the reverse direction to the columns. We first order the rows in the
horizontal block. Then, we order the rows in square block AS using the fine structure
as follows. Let i be an irreducible block whose rows are yet to be ordered. If the set
of column indices Ci is equal to the set of row indices Ri , order Ri . If Ci ∩ Ri = ∅,
order Ri and then the rows that are symmetric counterparts of the columns whose
indices are in the set Ci . After this blockwise ordering of all the rows in the square
block AS , we order the rows in the vertical block. We do not specify the order of
the rows in a subblock—it can be arbitrary. Now applying the order obtained for
the rows to the columns in the reverse direction results in a matrix that is symmetric
along the anti-diagonal. Figure 3.3 shows the matrix of the previous figures permuted
to be symmetric around the anti-diagonal. We emphasize that the matching itself
is not symmetric around the anti-diagonal because of the odd permutation cycle on
indices 5, 13, and 18. The matching entries can be placed to be symmetric around
the anti-diagonal, but then the symmetry in other parts of the matrix can be lost.
Notice that one can also permute the matrix so that the resulting matrix is
symmetric along the main diagonal; this time by ordering the rows as described
above and then by applying the same permutation to the columns. The resulting
permuted matrix is shown in left side of Fig. 3.4. One can further permute the
matrix such that the square block of the Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition comes
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Fig. 3.4. The matrix permuted blockwise so that the resulting matrix is symmetric along the
main diagonal. When the square block of the coarse decomposition is permuted before the other
blocks, a block tridiagonal form is obtain using the three blocks of the coarse Dulmage-Mendelsohn
decomposition, with the last block on the diagonal being void of nonzeros

before the rectangular ones as shown in the right side of the same figure. With this
ordering the coarse Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition can be seen as inducing a
block tridiagonal form with the last block on the diagonal being empty.
We note that Theorem 3.5, Corollary 3.6, and Theorem 3.7 hold for structurally
full rank, symmetric matrices. In particular, the fine decomposition of such a matrix
has square irreducible blocks with a row index set Ri and a column index set Ci where
either Ri = Ci or there exists another irreducible block j (with row index set Rj and
column index set Cj ) with Rj = Ci and Cj = Ri .
4. Concluding remarks. We have presented observations on the block triangular form of structurally symmetric matrices. The two main results are that (i) if the
matrix is structurally rank deficient, the horizontal and vertical blocks are transposes
of each other, (ii) each block in the square submatrix has the same set of row and
column indices or those two sets are totally disjoint and there is another square block
being the transpose of the first one. These symmetrical structures help us recover
the symmetry of the original matrix in the Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition (or
in the block triangular form).
We note, for historical reasons, that Dulmage and Mendelsohn note (at the last
paragraph in their seminal paper [7]) that they think it may be worthwhile to study
the decomposition for symmetric bipartite graphs. We think that the observations in
this paper could address some of their concerns.
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